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The 4D InSpec Surface Gauge is the first handheld, precision 
instrument for non-contact measurement of surface features and 
defects. With micrometer-level resolution, portability, affordability 
and ease-of-use, 4D InSpec puts high resolution measurement on 
the factory floor, in machine shops and deployed environments. 

4D InSpec brings high resolution, 3D measurement to the factory 
floor, to quantify pits, scratches, nicks, dents, bumps, and other 
features from 0.1 to 100 mils deep. 4D InSpec is far more repeatable 
and accurate than visual comparison techniques typically used for 
surface defect measurements. And unlike high-end metrology 
systems it is rugged, flexible and affordable, to measure a wide 
range of part geometries in the most challenging environments.

The 4D InSpec can be handheld to access tight corners or to sample 
large surfaces directly on components. An optional fold mirror 
accessory lets the system function like a borescope to access blind 
holes and features. One-button operation and immunity to sensor 
movement make it easy to align and measure, while a rugged 
design and single cable tether withstand the rigors of daily use. 

In a workstation configuration 4D InSpec makes it fast and easy 
to obtain repeatable quality control data. An intuitive, touchscreen 
interface handles setup, operation, analysis and report generation. 
The 4D InSpec can also be mounted on a robotic manipulator for 
fully automated measurements of complex components.

The included software with intuitive touch-screen interface 
automatically locates defects and calculates their height, volume, 
area, slopes and location. The operator can choose from 2D traces 
or 3D plots to view defects in great detail. The system also supports 
easy data transfer to quality control systems via LAN, USB or WiFi 
for rapid pass-fail analysis. 

A complete 4D InSpec system includes the instrument, computer 
with HD 1080p touch-screen interface, single Ethernet cable tether 
and software.  A portable workstation and Li-ion rechargeable 
battery with up to 8 hours of operational time are also available. 

 n Instant Defect and Fine Feature Detection and Analysis

 n Measure Pits and Scratches from 0.1–100 mils

 n Use Directly on Large Components

 n Easy Measurement of Complex Geometries

 n Handheld, Workstation or Robotic Operation

 The 4D InSpec quantifies damage, wear and corrosion directly on parts with 
complex geometries, such as this turbine blade section. Arbitrary 2D traces 
and 3D plots make it easy to analyze surface features and defects.


